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JUPITER SOFTWARE 2 OSWALD ROAD, RUSHDEN,
NORTHANTS. NN10 0LE

PLEASE MAKE ALL CHEQUES ETC. PAYABLE TO S EKIN S

NB^SWKF
CHESS MATE.

CHESS MATE is the first, and probably the only chess game that

will ever appear for the SAM, it is a joint game between JupiteT

and Quazar. It has 16 bit sound (with the Qnazar soundcard), 8

skill levels, choice of who starts, let the computet move for you
and take back move. All this, together with the many computer

opening moves make it one of the most addictive games on SAM.
CHESS MATE is out now, and costs only £9.99

PROGRAMMING IN SAM C.

PROGRAMMING IN SAM C is a book all about, well. Programming in SAM C.

The book has nearly 60 pages, including nearly 20 pages of source code, which includes examples of many
ues (stars, scrollers etc.), plus a couple of full games. Also included, for completeness, are

ts of all (he header files (more up to dale than the C manual).

e make about 50p per book, but to help o> a grips withWe wrote the book not to make a

SAM C and encourage them to us

PROGRAMMING IN SAM C costs a mere £5.00 and is available only from Jupiter Software.

BURGLAR BOB (sorry, not much space for a description)

Burglar Bob is our latest platform game It has four large levels ot'increasing difficulty, two scenery graphic*

seisand a completely wacky style of playing (try not to kill the nasties!). Burglar Bob costs only £4.00

We have reduced the prices on all of our older software titles:

NAME OF ITEM OLD PRICE NEW PRICE NAME OF ITEM. O

UKAZYBALL

i TANKS



Welcome

AOBsmfe ffflGDaD ®<aG®oflaDD
And the new phone number: (019371 SB2837. This is correct

from... wait tor it... NOW!
Right, so what else has been going on? Well, there was the

Hello, loyal Crashed chums. 1 dont know how to say this... April Gloucester Fair. To be honest, it was a bit on the quiet
but... well, youll haw to put up with Mark Sturdy as editor side after midday, and sales were down on Autumn, but it was
again (after this issue The good news is. though, that Stewart good fun and 1 met the regular SAM and Speccy gang again.
Skardon will be joining him In the Editors Chair (which could The Crashed Website has undergone a spit and polish.
be uncomfortable...) The thing is, I'm leaving on a jetplane. No Stewart has bought a new computer, which means that the
seriously!

I'm going to America in the middle of June and won't be back www.argonet.co.uk/usersr5skardon and sign our guest book!
until towards the end ot August, so Mark was going » do
Crashed 20 anyway. I'm in a band now. too, and want to So 1 guess this Is it, loyal readers. After 22 months and eight
uunwjiilidtuud that as wen. mTisIhi going (u wrrte tor Crashed,
but Mark will be the manager and he and Stew will be Joint Editor, [fs been nice editing Crashed. I've enjoyed the fun and
editor. The new address is the old address. It you get what 1 the fame, thanks for your support. 1 couldn't have done ft

without you.

Crashed

Pear Tree Cottage

North Deighton ill r*n
Wetherby M v *a / //.Ml1r^
West Yorkshire M LM^ / (//^Mff
LS22 4EN f\T^ U*s ry

&-^o[ a
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Features
6 Bye Bye Allan - An honest
look back at Allan's many
happy hours at the helm of
Crashed.

Reviews

8 Retro Reviews More
blasts from the past.

10 SAM Elite review -

Something Crashed hasn't
seen for a while. Something
controversial.

Regulars

12 The Crashed Interview
Ian 'Axe ' Slavin

13 Next Issue - Well, what
more can I say?

14 Postbox - That oh so handy
page is still here.

15 Shop! - Git yer Crashed
back issues 'ere.

666 Road to Hell.



tuff
She' s so expensive

Andy Pmdy
,»,..,

bya-mflllatALCHEMIST@EMARKT.COM. Themai
""*"

the latest version o( Gerton Lunter's ZBO. a Windows
.
including

based ZBB

• Since buying Colin MacdonaWs ZBB at the 2nd NSSS in

February, Andy Is now supporting trie ZBB and It's emulators BUI

Riohardson ot EEC has asked them In re slant the old ZBB users
club, which had over 2000 members. There's also a ZS8 column
in Alert-News, and theyte purchasing an entire ZBB software
library. Phewl

• In a bout ol stupidity. Alchemist Software was undt
Alchemist Research when selling issues ol Alch-New
Alchemist Research will be handing all subscriptions

News on all platforms: tape. <, -3, PC and SAM.

rcufline
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Fred Publishing has just released Colony for

the SAM. It's a Sim City done, and is

rumoured to be pretty darn snazzy. Expect a

review soon. Colony costsfcl6.00, orfclAOO if

you're a Fred subber or INDUG member. It's

just out at the beginning of June, and is Fred's

first release under ihe new management.

OuttaHere

Matthew Wi.-stv-.itt has t'tv.iW a level

designer for his soon-to-be-released game.

"Sievie Dolman". The game has been

described as a cross berween Boulderdash

and Thrust, and it looks like it could be quite

good fun. The main thing is, Matthew w;

you (yes, YOU!) to design the levels - well,

at least one. Be a part of this new Speccy

development, and send a blank tape, +D,
Opus or Disciple disk to Matthew Westcott,

14 Daisy Hill Drive, Adlingion, Chorley,

Lanes, PR6 9NE. Remember to enclose a

stamped SAE, too.

Bernadette Downsland has published a Multiface pokes
book for all those ol you who want to cheat using

Romantic Robot's little black box. so If you're interested,

send a stamped SAE to Bernadette at 26 Elsie Street,

Goole, East Yorkshire, DN146DU. Bernadette also has
other assorted knick-knacks available tor your enjoyment,
so drop her a line anyway and you'll probably find

something that takes your tancy.

Paul Howard's Impact Software is developing

Rockfall 3, a sequel to the games which appeared

on the Crash covenapes many years ago.

According to The ZX Files... I mean, my sources

(hastily conceals rival magazine under desk), it's

going to be a huge multi-load affair. I can't

imagine how difficult it would be to come up with

new levels for this well-trodden genre, but there

you go. I don't make the news, I just tell it how it

^SOLtfra.Y FABULOUS SWEETIE

The Chic Computer Club (ir such a thing is possible. ..) has just re-

organised iheir issue dale, nf their newsletters for the special interest

groups within the club With a bit of luck, it will mate the job easier
for the editor. The Chic Computer Club Mil has il's usual free e-mail

Alec Cuts well s r

""''".



The Pos tie's Sack

Crikey, last issue's letter from
Amanda Panda about Dorito's really

has sparked oft quite a heated

debate In the Spectrum community.
Where will it end? Will Walkers
threaten to sue us for being fair and
even-minded? Will Pringles start to

display anti-Dor(to slogans on their

packets? Only time will tell...

CRASHED IS LOVELV

Dear Allan.

Alright geezer malteser? I didnl make it to

concept of stylo, HI bung a

i is lovely. I'm going to

noticed thatages ago.

COMPLETELY CHAP

le thought was completely crap. Oh,

r nuts ofl {hope that's not too

is (crisisess?) thrown In and before

h where you are. you're tugging your

ut through your ears I

*Q. Oi cc

do you want to kick balls foe (unless they're

hanging from politicians, ol course). Where
was I? Oh. yes. In the current OUTLET we are

looking to lind alternative ways to keep the

Plus 3 version ot the mag going because the

Spectrum UK. We have a stock to keep us
going for many months, but as the man with

the placard said. The End Is Nigh"... or was it

contribution to the Postie's Sack. Surely yc

must receive more Interesting letters than

mine, Dont people get bored reading my

wrong. And Tangy Cheese Dorito

nowhere near as good as the oths

Original flavour just has the edge

Finally, do you still have lhat leal

bit of free publicity, especially as ti

|

CRASHED y:
Pear Tree Cottage.

North Oeighton,

Wether by,

West Yorkshire

LS22 4EN
I'm at Jnive-tsity in Nottingham, but 1 don

Matthew. Whale

l^ "'^ ' ' Dm ? didn't w (if lo seem ungrateful by sending

Doritos are far more

you get sued. For n

Cool Original tlavoui

As tor the Stevie Dotman leaflet, well, n.



Goodbye Hllan

NOTE: Any facts that

you may encounter in

the reading of this article

are entirely coincidental.

Any similarities to real

events or people are

vague and distorted.

It was almost thirty-two years

ago when I began editing

Crashed. I'd been doing the

design for two hundred issues,

and writing for about six centuries,

when Mark told me he was taking

a break due to the pressures of

editing a fanzine and running a

brothel at the same time. He
simply didn't have the energy.

I was happy to take over

Crashed, though to be honest, it

probably ended up taking me over

with it's mind control powers and

evil intentions. I wanted my first

issue to be great, exciting and

fabulous - and it was. The free

Vauxhall Astra with every issue

was a great reader puller, and our

readership shot up to over 2700
when Matt Beal appeared on the

BBC Six O'Clock News,

completely naked but for a thong

with our name and address on the

front.

In October, the first 800-page

issue was ready for it's launch at

the Gloucester Show.

Unfortunately, due to an

unfortunate mix-up involving three

grapefruit and a rhinocerous, we
didn't make it. So we went to the

Edinburgh show instead.

The Edinburgh show was a big

dissapointment, due to the fact

that it was held in a toilet in

Zimbabwe, and everyone got lost

week. We also released our

second covertape, which included

Nev Young's Gloucester

performance, the Bob Brenchley

rap (entitled "Hangin* Wit' Bobby

B"), and Steve Nutting doing an

J T" E3 II "T* |_J impression of a Spectrum loading

a 30k block of code from cassette.

September of last year saw
on the way. The train journey Crasheds second birthday. A
back, however, was a delightful huge birthday bash was held, but

ride through rural England, though as it clashed with the opening of

the cattle got on our nerves. the blockbuster movie "Honey, I

The current issue at the time had Killed The Kids With An Axe", only

a picture of Cherie Blair bending David Dimbleby managed to show
over without any knickers on, but

this has since been replaced by a

picture of Pamela Anderson

wearing a copy ot Crasheddue to

complaints from Number 10

Downing Street.

In April 1996 we attended our

first Gloucester Show, which was
a huge success. 90, 321 people

came through the door c

up.

September was also the month

in which I organised the Northern

Sam & Spectrum Shindig Shazam
Shoehorn (NSSSSSSSSS) for

short. The attendance

approached 35, 000. and

everyone was happy with the day.

Highlights this time included

Princess tela the exotic belly-

and we even sold our tablecloth. dancer doing a striptease all over

Other attractions at this show Thomas Eberle, the Rolling

included Nev Young's rendition of Stones performing an improptu

"My Way" (backed by the Moscow accapella version of "Honky-Tonk

Symphony Orchestra), Colin Women", a loud gunfight between

Macdona Id drinking |-^

twelve pints of

Guiness through

his navel. Bob
Brenchley kicking

away Malcolm

Mackenzie's

walking stick when
he wasn't looking,

and Simon Cooke
\

hospitalising

Andrew Collier by

throwing a large

brick at his head,
j

The summer of
;

1996 was a good
|

one for Crashed.
\

The new low-tar
|

Crashed Brand j

cigarettes were |

selling well, and the|

heroin smuggling
I

side of the business1

was better than !

ever, with at le

three shipments a
!:,,„ l)iff,lllj)l tht ,it)V ill Gil.')



Goodbye Allan

and Robert Skeene eating the tea-

lady whole. Brian Watson put in

an appearance, and it turned out

that he was a vile alien from the

planet Chemicartoilet.

Unfortunately, Dave Fountain was
unaWe to show up, because he'd

thrown himself in front of a train

instead. Twenty-three people
were admitted to hospital during

the show after eating one of

George's mother's vile-looking

concoctions.

A month after the

NSSSSSSSSS. another

Gloucester Show was hetd, but

only two people turned up due to

the success of the Northern Show.
To try and liven up the procedings

a bit, Jenny Bundock, Format's

main woman, attempted to

remove James Curry's head, but

failed because she was using a

spoon.

It was at this show that Stewart

Skardon joined. Upon seeing me
crying silently underneath the

stage, he put on a short black

dress to try and cheer me up.

This didn't work, so he asked me
what was wrong. I told him that

the evil powers at University would
damn me to hades if I attempted

to touch a computer, so he vowed
to design the pages of Crashed
from then on, using only a potato

and his mother's make-up. I

agreed to this on the condition that

he would see a doctor about his

flatulence problem.

Twas the winter of our discontent

which followed. The wind grew
cold and my sight grew dim, I had

to stop for the night. Sorry...

where was I? Oh, yeah.

Stewart's first issue was a great

success, the hologramic images of

a wasp being very popular with

the readers.

The Second NSSSSSSSSS was
held on the finest Saturday in

February 1997, in Wetherby, near

Leeds. Here's some things we
think you ought to know about

Wetherby:

'.';; \T,i,

21 Everyone in Wetherby is

called George

3) Everyone in Wetherby is an
alcoholic

4) Everyone in Wetherby wants
to get out

5) Don't ever go there without a

very good reason

Daniel Bailey, America's 38th

President, managed to offload lots

of crap to some sad computer
geeks, and all who ate the

sandwiches paid double because
they were so delicious. James
Curry ate 45 Tuna 8 Cucumber,
washed down with two boxes of

Mars Bars.

Two months afterwards, there

was another Gloucester Show.
Unfortunately, I missed the hall by

about 30 yards and spent the

entire day in the pub, leaving

James Curry to fend tor himself

against the raging horde of

customer. I should consider

myself lucky for staying in the pub,

as everyone in the hall was killed

when Paul White exploded.

1 stayed over at James Curry's

Elizabethan mansion before and
after the show. When we got

back, Mrs. Curry was upset

because they had just returned

from a three-week holiday to

discover that James had blown
the television set up, killed the cat,

and demolished the staircase.

So there you have it - the truth

about my time here at Crashed. If

any of it seems far-fetched, then it

is just your brain which is wrong.

Appendum: Since this article was
written, Dave Fountain has sold

Fountain PD and moved in with a
family of pygmies in Eastern

Samoa, Robert Skeene has been
surgically transformed into a
woman, and Nev Young has
become Labour MP for East

Finch ley.

GfiASUI l>



Retro reviews

Now, in typical BBC style, we
Interrupt your usual viewing

to bring you a bunch of

repeats.

But wait, these are no
ordinary repeats, they are

retro reviews, a look back at

some of the best and worst

speccy games to see if they

get better over long periods

of time.

Here's Stewart and Allan with

the details:

Nice story I suppose, but how
come someone who is

considered intelligent and

sensible enough to get the

objects to get the Yolk Folk home
managed to make such a stupid

mistake in the first place?

There were also a few

'improvements' that had been

made over previous Dizzy

games.

Oh sure, all the characters had
been given an overhaul with new
animation which was very nice,

but Dizzy now had the very

annoying habit of falling about 1

pixel down the screen, and he'd

otter Dtay gameaj tho'ugrrt that
ta on the 9round rubbin9 Ms

this one would be really good fun.
head and losin9 a P3 "" °f hl« 'to-

Much to my horror it was damn
So as you can imagine it was
nigh impossible to get very far.

Spellbound Dizzy /

Codemasters (1991

}

This Dizzy game had to be

e worst. Being a fan of all the

annoying.

The background to the game was
that Dizzy had been pissing

about with his wizard friends

magic wand and had managed to

transport the Yolk Folk to some
strange world.

Of course then he had to rescue

them by collecting magic stars

Then to top it all off, if you played

the game on a 48k Speccy, you

couldn't actually complete the

bloody thing.

Yes, that's right, there was a bug
in the finished version which

stopped the game from

functioning correctly in 48k mode.

All of this put together with the

fact that half the Speccy

community hates Dizzy makes
this game a bit of a no no I'm

afraid. Still, Dizzy does make a

nice graphic to fill up those nasty

spaces on a page.

Score - 73

Wild West Seymour /

Codemasters (1992)

This was your typical 'Dizzy but

not with Dizzy in if game.
Naturally, being Codemasters

though, it was a pretty impressive

game.

The story behind the game was
now that Seymour was a mega
movie star, he was on his way to

making his new movie, a Wild

Western film.

Unfortunately the evil El

Bandeeto has heard of this, and
he wants to stop Seymour from

making his movie, although lord

knows why.

So he sabotages each of

Seymour's scenes in a different

way. Seymour has to sort out the

mess that El Bandeeto creates,

and then star in the film as well.

As you've guessed this involves

going around collecting items in

order to solve puzzles.

A now un -original way to play a

game, but this game was stiil

fairly challenging compared to the

recent Dizzy games from the

same period.

And what catchy in game music

to go with the game.

Well worth going for if you like

that kind of thing.



Retro reviews
Mm
Gregory Loses His Clock
/ Mastertronic (1986,
probably)

Gregory Loses His Clock is one
of the trippiest games ever - the

story is that a Thievin' Ghost"

has nicked of) with Gregory's

alarm clock, for reasons

undisclosed. You take control of

Gregory in his dreams, trying to

get back all the bits of his clock.

This is one of those games which
has lots of big graphics and
oodles of colour. It was written

by the same bloke who wrote

Popeye, Trapdoor, and lots of

others like it, but his

name escapes me right

now. It's on the tip of my
tongue, but.,.aargh!

Anyway, Gregory Loses
His Clock is set in five

sections (I think). The
first is Gregory's

bedroom, where you

have to put the clock on the table

and get into bed. Then you see
the ghost turn up and nick off with

your clock, after which Gregory's
room disappears in a d rifting -off-

to-sleep kinda way. The first

main game section is set in some
kind of waterworks, the second is

in a jungle, the third one in an art

gallery and the fourth on a

battlefield. The whole game is

very athmospheric, and you can
only move onto a new section

once you've finished the previous

one. There's lots of puzzles to

solve, lots of nasties to avoid.

and lots ot colourful surprises.

I've never finished Gregory

Loses His Clock... for all I know,
there could be more sections that

I haven't got to (there probably is,

actually). It gets very tricky in

that battlefield...

Virgin (1986)

Have we done this one before? I

hope not... Dan Dare - Pilot Of
The Future. My Dad loved this

game. He used to play ft for

hours -
I think he finished

it, actually. Dan Dare is

one of the most colourful

games on the Speccy, and
it works so well! There's

no colour clash, the sprites

dont have to move by
character squares,

everything's nice and
fast... Lovely. There's lots to do,

and plenty of Mekons to shoot.

There's captions that come up on
the screen when you do things;

"Dan can crush floor guns!", and
"Elsewhere a door slides open..."

were good favourites. The
Mekon captain dude often

appears to discourage you with a
swift "You won't succeed, Dare!".

The story is that the Mekons
want to blow up Earth for no
particular reason, so Oan and
Digby have flown in to the Mekon
ship, or planet, or whatever, and
aim to blow it up. Digby is

waiting behind in the spacecraft

you flew in on like the wimp that

he is, and you've got to find keys
to open doors so you can get
through the final door and trigger

the self-destruct. The graphics

are nice and varied througout the

sectors, as are the nasties.

There's a really nice animation

the Mekon space-thing exploding

depending on when you complete

Batman
Ocean (1985)

This is another one which my dad
loved. It's not any of the side-

view Batman games, it's the

original isometric 3-D one by Jon
Ritman and Bernie Drummond.
You've got to collect six parts of

some sort of Bat-craft, which are

scattered around this large

complex place.

To help you on your way, you
can collect backpacks and shoes
which enable you to jump and
float and things - essential in

this weird world. The place is full

of puppet dinosaurs and spinny
things to make your task more
difficult than it already is. There's

conveyor belts, spikey floors, lifts,

nasty dog things, and lots more
to discover.

One thing which makes this

game different to others which
are similar is that the rooms are

not ail the same square shape -

some are thin, others wide,

others too big to fit on the screen
so they just fall off the edge.
Batman is difficult, I'll say that,

and the graphics are detailed

(even though Batman seems to

be a dwarf) and interesting.

GBAGKfMJ
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SAM* Elite
BY Revelation

PRICE £14.95

AVAILABLE FROM Revelation software
OUT Now and back in 1985

Reviewed By

SAM Elite Don't make me
laugh! What a cop out.

I'm afraid that I feel that

Revelation are taking us SAM
users for a bunch of mugs.
SAM (Ahem!) Elite, or Speccy
Elite as I will now refer to it, is

a dreadful let down for those
of us who were under the

impression

that a SAM
version had

been written

from scratch.

Basically you will find that

SAM Elite is the original

spectrum version ported over
to SAM disc, which has had a
few modifications made to it,

so that it loads and saves to

disc.

It's my personal feeling that

you may just as well go out to

some charity shop, pick up the
spectrum version on tape for

about 50 pence, and snap
shot it under the emulator, and

"Save your money for a

real SAM

simply keep making snap
shots to save your

progress.

Hey presto, you've not only

got SAM Elite, but also a
spare nine odd quid in your
pocket to spend on some real

SAM software.

You may feel

Conversion that Cm being a
bit nasty here, but

I don't like to see a
company which is perfectly

capable of producing a proper
SAM version of Elite blatantly

ripping SAM owners off.

I'm afraid that's how I see it

and I'm pretty sure that this

how you will all see it,

So take my advice, don't

bother.

ining muge oflhr SAM or.

Lemmings or Sophistry.

Value for Money : What a con
-50%
Payability

: Well, it's still got
that. 70%

Ooooooh, you want a
proper review, look in an old
copy of Your Sinclair. I

thank you for listening to
my views.

THERE! THE TRUTH IS OUT.

Save your money for a REAL
SAM conversion like

8BIT
THEMAGAZINF FOR ALL 8-BIT COMPUTKRUSERS

Yes, if you've got a CPC or a SAM
a C64 or a PCW, a Spectrum,

or whatever... if it has an 8-bit heart,

8B1T is for you.
File-swapping. E-mail, DTP, Best Buys,

Sources of Software and Hardware,
Repairers, Club News, etc. only £1.50 per issue

Bi-monihiyfrom:
Brian Watson, Harrow'den, 39 High Street,

Sutton, ELY, Cambs, CB6 2RA



Colin Piggot,

204 Lamond Drive,

St. Andrews,

Fife,

KY16 6RR.

Two great companions for the

Quazar Surround

Sampler Module.. '

Add effects with

Quazar Studio

Movie Mayhem with

Quazar Video

Construction Kit!

cheques payable to Colin Piggot.

Software is dispatched the same day the order is

received.



Inter uiew
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lan Axe 51a

An Impromptu Interview

with Ian 'Axe' Slavin

working on the PC now. The J

scene Is great, though, like rtol

else. The people are lovely."

Have you been out drinking with Coiin

Macdonafd?

"No. I don't drink alcohol."

You neither? Me too. (Jokingly] Do you

play the bass guitar, too?

"Yes. Sometimes!"

Soh ;
I /a .a'd you get

'Well. I had a company called Ace. with

a trierid ot mine. Anyway, he nicked oft

with everything, which i wasn't happy

about, so I nicked everything back and

changed the name a little bit.

What sort ol stuff did you i

id stuff 01

nothing amazing, you l

What have you written tor the SAM,

James: "You did the Axe Collection,

didn't you?"

Ian: "Yeah. It was Derek Morgan's idea.

to do a compilation, so I said yes.

About 90 percent of my stuff went to

Colin Maodonald, though."

How did you get involved with the SAM

"Through the Speccy, like most people.

"

What are you doing now. then?

"I'm not working on the SAM
anymore..."

(At this point several children nea

start screaming. Perhaps they've

noticed James,}

at one time, so you couldn't get at th

programs, but ifs easy to hack now.

purpose. There's no point in trying to

make any profit from the SAM now"

For those ot you who don't know, Ian

Slavin is a SAM programmer Or rather,

was a SAM programmer Once famous

in the hallowed halls ot Fred magazine,

Ian has written many a demo, utitlity or

that James Curry and I found ourselves

travelling North with Ian on the 1 B1 5 to

Birmingham.

your birthday isn't the 20th of August is

t?

'26th of May. I'm afraid."

What tor?

"He was talking to me tor ages and I

was really noisy, and I'm deaf in one
ear, so I said 'Shut up or I'll hit you!'. I'd

said the same thing to Jon Pillar/Nash a

few years earlier because he was
talking too fast."

VOUCi e okay I hope. I

software that you wrote?"

Ian: "None. Ifs all crap!"

James: "It isn't. Graham Goring bought

a SAM on the strength of Trip-A-Tron.

which you had on an early issue of

Fred,"

lan: (Laughs a lot.)

James: "Are you in any coding groups^

Ian: "Naah -
1 could never be bothered

So what are you doing nowadays?
"I'm installing networks tor the council.

Ifs bollocks - I'm on a year's placementJ
Colin Macdonald evil?"

mates. He always

How do you mean?
"Well, as impressive as Lemmings Is. It

wasn't hard tor Chris White to write. I

like the amateur stuff which might not

be brilliant but has had a lot of effort put

James: "Did you like Crash?"

(an: "DJ Nicko was a right tosser. It

better before the regular cassette Ci

on... they had a good mm of stuff in

then. Matthew 'Jet Set' Smith is a gi

though. He had some great ideas ai

implemented them really well."

James: "Why did th

road?"

James: "I'm off to see it on Monday

"

lan: "It's fantastic..." (lan enthuses

about Stat Wars for five minutes.]

We're coming in to Evesham now - th

is our stop. James. James?
"He's asleep." (lan prods James
"e."ij[ivL-ly. James wakes up and grin;

w MacD s(

at an All-Formats fair. I always

encouraged him to make programs on

Fred magazine copiabie, so that people

could hare programs. It was protected

And with the train pulling into the brick

shack that is Evesham station, we aligr

the train and wave farewell to lan on hi:

way to Birmingham. Now if that's not th

perfect "It's better by rail" advert...



Sent Issue

NEXT ISSUE
If you want to enjoy your reading, and I mean really enjoy it,

you'll want CRASHED 20! Featuring...

• Black ink nn white paper

• English language

* Durable staples to prevent fall-apart

Miss if at your peril!

IMMSO\l ir : CELL BLOCK C
RECORD FILES - CONVICTED 16/06/97

L$0l!?85t

(3)
I KSQ18H876

MNW000001

CLARKSOH , Allan
Offense(s) : Travelling
without passport.
Writing obscenities.
Due for deportation on
20/06/97
Parole due .- 20/08/97

SKARDON , Stewart
Offense(s) -. Offensive
dress code.
Writing obscenities.
Parole due .- 14/07/99
approx.
Known trouble maker.
Top Dog.

STURDY , Mark
Offense(s) : Strange
hair. Living in middle

Parole due : NEVER.
Known accomplice of
above offender.

MIL983TH65

0!%
((.

FOUNTAIN , Dave
Offense(s) .- Supporting
Milwall. Writing PD

Parole due : 27/10/01
approx. or upon
reconsidering team
support.

BENNETT , Mark
Of£ense{s) .- Being
Quazar Surround Bod.
Writing obscenities

.

Parole due .- 02/10/97
approx

.

CHILTON , Robert
Offense(s) : Cheating

Writing obscenities

.

Parole due .- 25/02/98
approx

.

Speaks ' Brum ' language

.



Post Boh
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e17
Crashed celebrates it's 2nd

birthday, again, with a

special 4 page article

looking Back over the past 2

years of Crashed. Reviews
ot Momentum and Quadrax,

and a bloody complex map
ot Jet Set Willy 2.

Pius, stunning pictures from

the NSSS show, as well as

the usual hot gossip.

mmizm

shJSJSS "Tt&S

Issue 18

We proudly

launch of our Web Site, a

great day for Crashed (or

something). We also

interviewed Mat Beal, and
took a late (as usual) look

bach at the happenings of

1996 in Thai Was The Year

That Was. Plus all of the

CRRSHED posters

STILL ONLY £2.99

High quality A3 sized posters of Crashed covers. Poster 1

features issue 10/11 s cover 'Amalthea', and poster 2
features issue M's 'Grubbing for Gold" cover Both posters
were drawn by Steven Pick.

60p
" Barry Mcguigan's World Championship Boning = Cubey ° Die Alien Slime < Enterprise = Leviathon n Protector
> Rad Ramp Racer Raw Recruit

sop
= Angle Ball n Canyon Warrior ° Chronos = Collision Course " Colony n F-1 6 Fighting Falcon n Gregory Loses His
Clock a Hacker 2 = Jackal & Wide n Jonah Barrington's Squash = Knuckle-Busters ° Legend Of The Amazon Women
= Majik <• Micro Mouse = Milk Race ° Prowler = Pulse Warrior = Raid (Over Moscow| Rapid Fire

° Rasierscan n ReDe
|

c Rescue On Fractalus = Shard Of inovar n Strike " T-Bird

E1.Q0

= Agent X ° Cauldron 2 n Dun Daracfi ° Federatioi

El .20

= Cisco Heat Stifflip & Co. ° Teenage Mutant Hero Turtles (Platfon

" Marsport = Tet'is = Tir Na Nog '=
Trailblazer = Xenon = Zub



Persona has been around for 5 years
, but in the past purely a;

Educational Advisory service fnr rhWHmn with inarninn Hiff:^..i

Especially dyslexia. However, i

specialising in the SAM Coupe range of computer, with projects unde
n other formats. Our range of products cover a wide variety of softw
and magazines.

ProTracker 2: The ultimate music package. Highly regarded by top SAM
programmers & musicians. Supported by Fred's Vision C. £18.00

Midi Sequencer Version 3: The latest version of this powerful package. This
program is easily on par with professional packages on 16/32 bit machines.
(Upgrades available from earlier versions - ask for details). £15.00

Ice Chicken: The latest title from ESI, authors of E-Tracker & Bugulators. Over
100 challenging screens of arcade fun! Based on the classic Pengu. £5.00

Booty: Enhanced version of the Spectrum classic, with 50% more challenging
screens to conquer! Help Jim the Cabin Boy steal the ghostly pirates treasure.
Graphics by Steve Pick. £5.00

Manic Miner: The all time Spectrum classic, but with over 3 times the number of
screens, plus enhanced graphics and music. £6.00

Blitz: Our regular diskzine, with something for all tastes! Edited by Steve
"Pickasso" Pick. Regular contributions by top SAM programmers. £2.00

For full details of these, and the many other titles in the Persona range, please
send an SAE to the address below. We also have a limited selection of hardware
available - please ask for details.

31 Ashwood Drive, Brandlesholme, Bury, BL8 1HF.
Tel: 0161 7970651 Fax: 0162 526 3391


